
30th April 2015 

International Students' Union of Norway, 

Kolstadsgata 1, Tøyen 

0652 Oslo. 

Dear National Secretary, 

I am honored to be applying as the vice president of ISU-Norway. As it one of the most 

reputed job in the ISU, it will be an honor to be assisting the President of ISU. I strongly 

believe that ISU is one of the non-profit organization which helps the international students 

secure their rights. It makes feel enthusiastic if I get a chance to work for ISU-Norway as the 

vice president. I am currently pursing masters in sustainable manufacturing at Gjøvik 

University College.  

Studying in Norway has given me an opportunity to mingle with people from different 

nationalities. I soon understood that it is important to know about people's behavior and their 

culture to understand entrepreneurship. This is why I never miss any cultural events and when 

I attend them I try to interact and learn about. I realize that my job is demanding and a support 

system for the president of ISU and sustaining it for the period of time is difficult task. As we 

know interaction is the most effective way to get to know the problems and it is also a 

stepping stone for new ideas. I experienced interaction on the shop floor level with around 30 

workers when I was a trainee in Gebrüder Lödige Maschinenbau GmbH which is only 

accessible to the production engineer. I have also worked as transport manager in SRM 

University during the cultural fest. We have collectively achieved harmony in receiving 

guests and while send off.   

If I get selected as the vice president for ISU-Norway, I will do the required to keep ISU 

afloat and make people aware about the problems internationals are facing. My goal is to 

achieve harmony among internationals and the locals on the longer run. It will be my honor to 

serve the ISU and supporting the President of ISU.  

I am enclosing my resume. If any queries I will be more than looking forward to answer them 

during my presentation.  

Yours Sincerely  

Abdul Azeem  



Abdul Azeem S.MD                    Email: - smdaazeem@gmail.com 

 

          Mobile: - +4748630587 

   

                                                                         
 

 

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION 

Education  School/college Board of 

University 

Year of Passing GPA/% 

M.Sc (Sustainable 

Manufacturing) 

Gjøvik University 

College  

ECTS Currently Pursuing  - 

B.Tech 

(Mechanical 

Engineering) 

SRM University, 

Kattankulathur 

campus, 

Kancheepuram 

District 

Deemed University  2014 7CGPA 

Grade XII Narayan Junior 

college 

Stare board, 

Andhra Pradesh 

2010 86% 

Grade X Narayan concept 

school 

Matriculation, 

Andhra Pradesh 

2008 85% 

 

AREAS OF INTEREST 

 

 Automation process 

 Production (TQM, ‘zero defect’ production) 

 Metallurgy and fatigue life of metals 

 Internal Combustion engines 

 Manufacturing process  

 

mailto:smdaazeem@gmail.com


TECHNICAL & PERSONAL SKILLS 

 

Computer Languages: C language.  

Computer skills: Auto CADD, PRO E, ANSYS, CAPSTURN, CAPSMILL 

Language Skills: Fluent speaking skills in English, Good Communication skills, intermediate                          

   communication skills in German  

 

 

 

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING TOPICS 

 Undergone training at HETERO DRUGS PVT LTD over improving the efficiency of boiler 

and control of  slack inside it  

 Assembled various steam product in the steam engineering line, like pressure reducing valve, 

floats and various traps. 

 Attended brain storming process, interacted with employees when increasing efficiency of 

DMU 125 Duo Block, Studied about the various types of stainless steel material, machine 

testing protocol.  

 

 

 

WORKSHOP 

 Attended workshop training in Forbes Marshall India (Pune) in steam engineering department 

and gained overall exposure over various process like fabrication, machining, hardening, and 

moreover got a chance to study the management of the whole shop floor without any production loss 

as this shop floor works 24 hours a day  

 Under gone training in Hero drugs limited, Jedcherla, Andhra Pradesh in Engineering Department 

which was a month’s training in the department gave me a great idea about the thermal aspects by 

keeping the overview of the process, and how it effects the production rate with simple innovations 

made by the company also includes study over utilities unit, production department, packing were 

the imminent ones 

 

 I have attended one month of winter internship at Loedige, Paderborn, Germany. During 

this time I have been involved in the brainstorming process for Increasing Efficiency of DMU 

           125 DUO Block in Production Department. Studied the composition of the Various Stainless 

           steel materials used for mixers, dryers and coating machine. Involved in the testing of the 

            VT 20 mixer and studied the preformation of the machine for various compositions. 

 



 

 

 

CERTIFICATION 

 Awarded with 7 band in IELTS examination  

 Awarded with A2 certificate in September 2013 

 German Knowledge up to Intermediate Level (B1) 

 Awarded for active participation in hospitality and transport department during AARUSH ‘10 at the 

SRM University 

 

PERSONAL DETAILS 

 

 Name              : Abdul Azeem SMD 

           Father’s Name              : S K Valli 

Gender                : Male. 

Date of Birth            : 13/08/1992 

Nationality  : Indian. 

Marital status  : Single. 

Permanent Address : Plot no 34/part,  

                                      Sai Ram Nagar,  

                                     Nagole,  

                                     Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh, India, 

 500068 

Temporary Address     : Porfyrvegen 15, 2818 Gjøvik, Norway  

Mobile   : +4748630587 

E-mail : smdaazeem@gmail.com  

Language Known       : English, Hindi, Telugu, Tamil and German  

Computer proficiency: Working knowledge in MS Office and C. 

  

 

                                                         DECLARATION 

I hereby declare that the above given information is true to the best of my knowledge 

 

Place: Gjøvik, Norway                 Yours sincerely               

Date: 14/10/2014                            Abdul Azeem S.MD 

mailto:smdaazeem@gmail.com

